How does the Ukrainian War end?
https://qr.ae/pvJwm9

Only by our Russia defeating Putin Ruzzia. When? Not before Hitler Putin, or for short
Putler, loses an additional, and totally unacceptable to our Russia, number of troops
during the forthcoming winter. Once cornered, Putler will face a tough choice: either
use tactical nukes or retire for good. The first option will demolish both our Russia and
Putin Ruzzia. The second alternative is not very likely, so perhaps one day he will brush
his teeth with the right tooth paste. Any other suggestions, please?
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Note added on 29 October 2022
Look at Putin’s hand at 437s from the timeline:

Watch closely the preceding segment from the video above, 5:26 - 6:59:

Instead of invading Taiwan, China should wait for the right moment to invade
Putin Ruzzia and take back their sacred land occupied by Russian Empire since
1860. At this moment, this will be impossible due to the “limitless friendship”
announced in Beijing shortly before Hitler Putin invaded Ukraine.
Ultimately, we may witness far greater conflict. I recall an old joke from 1980s
about the news updated from Radio Yerevan in 2049: “Today there are conflicts
at the Chinese-Polish border!”
Dimi Chakalov <dchakalov@gmail.com>

Did Russia make a mistake in invading Ukraine?
https://qr.ae/pvQahe

Putin Ruzzia never made a “mistake”. But how about Ukraine? Polish President
Andrzej Duda said on 16 November 2022 that that the missile that exploded in
Poland on November 15th was an S-300 rocket made in the Soviet Union, and the
Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky stressed that Ukraine “must have access”
to the site, where two people died and four were injured. The Ukrainian S-300
“should have destroyed itself if it misses the target” (Denys Davydov).

Perhaps we will learn the truth 20 years after Ukraine joins NATO and EU. Now the
truth doesn’t matter. Or does it?
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